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The mpOTR session setup (esp deniable signature key exchange) is very inefficient in terms of the number of
cryptographic operations that must be performed. The following table compares the number of operations
that each participant must perform. For a group of n participants, each participant must perform:

Operation Original mpOTR [2] Deniable GKA + DSKE
Messages 12 · n 4n
Hash n+ 9 7
Symmetric Key Generation n+ 2 1
Symmetric Encryption 2 · n+ 1 0
Asym. Encryption / Modular Exp. 4 · n+ 2 2 · n+ 4
Signature Key Generation 1 1
Signature n+ 1 1

Instead of doing a pairwise Deniable Signature Key Exchange as described in the paper, we can augment a
Deniable Group Key Agreement like Bohli’s [1] to also exchange an ephemeral signature key. Augmentations
to achieve ephemeral key exchange are shown in boxes.

Bohli’s GKA [1] for instance Πi of principal Ui w/ DSKE

Round 1 : Generate key share ki
$←{0, 1}k

Generate ephemeral signature key (Si, si)
$← SIG.Gen()

Generate DH key for circular gka xi
$← Zq, yi = gxi

Commit to key share M1
i = (H(ki), yi, Ui, Si )

Round 2 : Compute session id sidi = H(pidi||H(k1)|| . . . ||H(kn))

Generate Schnorr blind ri
$← Zq, zi = gri

Broadcast M2
i = (sidi, zi, Ui)

Round 3 : Compute neighbor secrets tLi = H(yxi
i−1), tRi = H(yxi

i+1), Ti = tLi ⊕ tRi
Send Key Share M3

i = (ki ⊕ tRi , Ti, Ui)
Round 4 : Verify T1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Tn = 0 and for all decrypted kj , H(kj) equals

the 1st component of M1
j (j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i})

S1 6= Sj 6= · · · 6= Sn for all j ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}
Session key ski = H(pidi||k1|| . . . ||kn)

Session Confirmation sconfi = H((y1, k1, S1 )|| . . . ||(yn, kn, Sn ))

Schnorr Challenge / Proof ci = H(sidi||sconfi) mod q, di = ri − ciαi mod q

Signature Key Confirmation σi = SIG.Sign(si, ci)

Send Proof M4
i = (di, Ui, σi )

Verify gdj (PKj)
ci = zj for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i}

Signature Key Confirmation SIG.V erify(Sj , ci, σj) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i}
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In the original protocol, all participants prove their identity and mutually authenticate their key shares by
means of a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge over the set of participants, their key share commitments,
and their individual key share contributions. To authenticate ephemeral signature keys, we also cover
the ephemeral signature keys under the ZKP. Each participant also proves knowledge of the private key
associated with their ephemeral signature key by signing the random challenge (ci) for this session. I have
not yet extended the proof in [1], however using ci as the message to sign should not affect the security of
the Schnorr Zero-Knowledge Proof in any way — ci is not secret, it just should not be predictable until after
the prover has committed to her random value (ki in the above protocol). We ensure that one user cannot
impersonate another by ensuring that all ephemeral signature keys are unique.
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